
 

Panasonic ES-LV95 - Shaver - cordless

Schwarz

Group Household Small Appliances

Manufacturer Panasonic

Manufacturer item no. ES-LV95-S803

EAN/UPC 5025232732043

Description
Enjoy closer, more comfortable shaving with this premium men's electric
shaver. It includes five precision-honed, ultra-sharp, hypoallergenic Nanotech
blades, powered by a high-efficiency 14,000 cpm linear-drive motor. An Arc 5
Multi-Flex, quick-pivoting shaving head traces facial contours and an active
shaving sensor detects different beard densities as you shave to adjust
cutting power where needed for smoother results. 

 The premium Arc5 men's electric razor system provides the ultimate in
closeness and comfort with five ultra-sharp, ultra-thin Nanotech blades. Arc 5
inner blades are forged and honed to an acute 30° cutting edge to cut more
cleanly and efficiently at the root for the ultimate in cleaner, more efficient
and comfortable shaving. 

 Micro-thin Arc 5 foils cleanly capture, hold and cut the different types of hair
that make up the beard. The slight arc of the foils allow them to keep in close
contact with the skin for quick, clean shaving. A distinctly patterned Lift-Tech
Foil applies reverse-tapered edges to gently raise and cut flat-lying hairs. A Slit
Blade Foil grabs and cuts longer hairs that often grow in opposite directions.
The Finishing Foil finishes off the shave by capturing extra-thick and stubborn
hair to ensure smooth, even results every time. 

 

Main features  

Product Description Panasonic ES-LV95 - shaver

Product Type Shaver - cordless

Usage Dry, wet

Operating Autonomy 45 min

Dimensions (WxDxH) 7.2 cm x 5.3 cm x 16.5 cm

Weight 200 g

Extended details
General

Product Type Shaver - cordless

Usage Dry, wet



 

Category Hair removal

Gender Men

Shavers, Trimmers & Epilators

Blades Qty 5

Pop-up Trimmer Yes

Miscellaneous

Fully Washable Yes

Operating Autonomy 45 min

Included Accessories Travel case

Power

Voltage 100 - 240 V

Battery Technology Lithium Ion

Battery Charging Yes

Full Charge Time 1 hr

Dimensions & Weight

Width 7.2 cm

Depth 5.3 cm

Height 16.5 cm

Weight 200 g

Technical data © CNET Content Solutions. Subject to technical modifications and errors. 

 

 


